
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winners: Younis Nouinou  

Younis was nominated by their Manager as follows: 

“At around 03.35hrs, Security Officer Younis Nouinou (YN) heard loud shouting coming from outside 

the building along Provost Street where he was deployed. Upon leaving the desk to see what the 

commotion was about, YN witnessed two males shouting with one of them smashing a glass bottle on 

the road and then with a large shard he began to slice himself on the arm with the other male pleading 

for him to stop and trying to get the piece of glass off him. 

YN headed back inside the building towards safety, while continuing to monitor the situation before 

heading outside to check to check for any serious injury sustained. On this occasion the two males were 

pleading for help and upon approaching YN had witnessed a huge gash on one of the males arms. YN 

instructed his friend to apply pressure on the wound while YN rushed back to the reception and grabbed 

the first aid kit, while at the same time calling the emergency services. Simultaneously, YN was giving 

the emergency services all relevant details of what happened and the injury sustained, while applying 

a bandage to the wound on the injured males arm. YN followed the instructions of the emergency 

operator which included putting the male in the recovery position as he continuously kept coming in 

and out of consciousness. At this moment YN also grabbed the defibrillator.  

Around 10 minutes or so into the call with emergency services, both the Police and London Ambulance 

arrived to take over the first aid lead and because of the severity of injury sustained, both males were 

put into the ambulance straight away. YN provided summarised details to the Police Officer of what 

occurred. All emergency services thanked YN for his efforts and the injured male received further 

treatment inside the ambulance.” 

His Manager then added: “A great example of our staff acting in a compassionate manner and assisting 

outside of their remits to assist the general public at times of need.” 

Younis is highly commended for his quick thinking and professionalism in dealing with a difficult 

situation.  

 

Nominee: Gaynor Wells 
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Nominee: Kevin Mulligan 

Kevin was nominated by a member of the public for his work in Arcadian Carpark, Birmingham on 14th 

February 2023.  

“I am writing this email to express my gratitude and thanks to Kevin Mulligan, your security guard at 

Arcadian car park Birmingham.  

On Tuesday, I received a distressed phone call from my elderly parent (80+ years). Both he and my 

mother had ventured into Birmingham for the first time in 15 years. They parked in Arcadian Carpark. 

With no clue about modern technology, they struggled to understand if they had followed the correct 

procedures.  

The following day, my father calls obviously very concerned and informing me he had been unable to 

sleep. He was concerned that he had not followed the carparks correct instructions and was fearful of 

a fine.  

I called the 0121 number and spoke to Kevin who was absolutely fantastic! Kevin firstly listened and 

then went out of his way to reassure me that my father had followed correct procedures by explaining 

what to do from point of arrival to point of exit. Furthermore, he found my parents car registration on 

the system and confirmed that all payments had been made.  

Kevin had a professional and calming manner which really helped me solve this issue and assure my 

father that all was well. For a very elderly person this matters.  

For me, Kevin is an excellent example of a front of house and customer focused officer, just brilliant 

and I hope all officers would do the same.  

Finally, once again a huge thank you to Kevin” 

Kevin is commended for his professionalism and excellent customer service. 

           

 

 

 


